The annual update 2019 contains the features / enhancements and
bugfixes of the following releases:

Release 4.5.0.232 from 02.01.2019
New features:










Opening the readonly view of a locked dataset can be interrupted
Picture-script placeholder
API-Function GetProjectPDF – for printing a project into a PDF file
Rounding B2B net prices for items calculation (gross prices already were rounded ->
Cent abberation
WEB-Barcode Scanner – Enhancement to create projects and orders and to add
items
Changelog
Update TXControl V25, Update SEPA 3.0.10.11
New filter in the contact list view to search for contacts with assigned special price
template
Selection of a module per user that should be opened first when the program is
started

Bugfixes:





WEB: Price fields (Projects net/gross) are not transferred anymore while saving,
wrong project prices could be caused
Collected payments will not be opened grouped anymore
Resetting the partial payment invoices history when manually converting a partial
payment invoice
WEB: No addressing of RTF texts anymore

Release 4.4.0.227 from 15.10.2018
New features:






Stock booking of an article with time, presetted on 12 o’clock noon instead of
midnight
Manual stock booking can subsequently be changed
Parameter .OrderNo per part list variable
Part list default settings for web partlists
Expansion of the storage of part list pictures in the web with additional file formats (all
popular image formats instead of only .png)

Bugfixes:


Correction for opening contacts in TAPI

Release 4.4.0.223 from 20.08.2018
New features:











Enhancemenst web scripts for calling scripts in web templates
Project items AfterChange script
Price history
Rounding prices in automatic price changes of articles
Horizontal gross price calculation
Web: new Webcontrol for part lists: Button
Multiple receipients possible when sending emails (separated by ,)
Web localization, Pdf print
Part list default settings
Buttons on main lists

Bugfixes:







Correction collected print report, copying of the source dataset for each report call
Bugfix picture scripts
Bugfix taking over account number from payments to the project and converse
Bugfix initial import of Text templates
Complete recalculation of the stock balances after manual stock bookings
Enhancement of the error message for not found part list articles

Release 4.4.0.217 from 29.05.2018
New features:
















Web: View Partlist.sWarning, Mailing from B2B
Web: Custompages, Contactlist Notes
Manually defining the colouring of calendar entries per user/team
Storage of the list price on project level
Web: Expansion of the article search for additional parameters
New index column in inventory documents for continuous numeration of the articles in
the list
Expanded dataset for printing an inventory document (not only the whole document
but now also a selection)
Exceptions of the standard handler in scheduler scripts will not be shown in popups
anymore, but as list entries in the scheduler errors
Web: Open part lists when item is copied
Viewing list prices in item property grid & price calculation after change 350530)
B2B: In B2B projects also locally entered items will be calculated with B2B
surcharges
The tooltip of the project times in the calendar view was enriched for additional
showing the break
B2B: Enhancement of the settings page to view the standard address of the customer
CalcColumnNotNull on measurement sheets
User rights for main modules(Contacts, Articles, Projects, Purchasing)



Adaption of projects standard financial account (taking over from collected payment)

Bugfixes:






Correction contact search from project detail to only show contacts of type customer
Correction article search from project detail to only show articles with flag
item_disabled = false
Storage of presettings of the article stock list
Correction of the project stock movement list / stock adjustments
Bugfix: Version update was not executed when the version could not be loaded (e.g.
because of timeout)

Release 4.4.0.209 from 23.02.2018
Ne features:









Maileditor for SMTP-Emails
Send PDFs from purchase orders
New event scripts BeforeSendMail and AfterSendMail
Storage of the multiple sorting of list vies
Storage and display of part list warnings
Free entering or overwriting of the cash discount in the receipt entry module
Expansion of the function to duplictae articles to also duplicate data from multiple
suppliers, user fields, article pictures and file attachments
New program setting for configuration of saving a project when it’s printed

Bugfixes:






Bugfix/Rounding error at filters in receipt entry module
Bugfix search for commission in project lists
Bugfix/Workaround Entering big segments of multi items (20+ pages) caused errors
Improvement of the storage of task list settings
Searching for articles in purchase orders is restricted to the supplier that is linked to
the purchase order document

